Abstract. Routing through Connected Components (CC) of VANETs is proved to be much more efficient than carry-and-forward strategies. Understanding the topology evolving features especially those relevant to CCs is very important for routing protocol design and algorithm optimization. This paper explores the network topology and its dynamics based on two real taxi-trace datasets. The size variance of the CCs are analyzed. Considering the time evolution, the stability and variation of the CCs are also examined. Together with the results for topology analysis, implications for routing protocol design and open research issues are then addressed.
Introduction
Vehicular Ad hoc Networking, shorten as VANET, is one kind of new technology supposed to provide innovative services for Intelligent Transportation Systems. Equipped with Dedicated Short Range Communications radios, vehicles can not only exchange messages directly with vicinity nodes but also communicate with other nodes through a number of intermediate nodes if all of them are connected.
Moving vehicles result in a disconnected VANET [1] , thus different kinds of carryand-forward strategies [1] [2] [3] have been proposed to support delay tolerant applications. It is also shown that the packet forwarding delay caused by carry-and-forward can be several orders-of-magnitude longer than that caused by multi-hop forwarding over a connected network [4] . Therefore, the performance of a VANET's routing strategy can be largely improved if we make full use of the connectivity features of the network.
Since the whole topology of a VANET consists of a large number of Connected Components (CC), we explore the topology and its dynamics to answer questions such as: whether the CCs have good features for routing protocol optimization; and whether those good features are stable. Based on two real taxi-trace datasets collected from San Francisco, USA, and Shenzhen, China, we analyze the size variance and stability of the CCs. We also investigate the locations of the variation.
Dataset analysis and implications
By adopting the UDG model, VANETs topology can be abstracted as follows. Network. The network G(T) can be expressed by a triple <V,E,T>, whereV represents all the vehicles, E represents the links between two vehicles, of which the Euclidean distance is smaller than the wireless communication range R, and T is the timeline. Path. There is a non-empty sub-graph of network G(t), denoted as Stability. For a given CC i (t), some vehicles in it might leave away while some other new vehicles might come to join in at the next consecutive timestamp (t+1). A good metric to measure the stability of CC i (t) should consider both of these two phenomena. For simplification, we only use the difference of vertices in CCs to measure the stability. Here we define the stability factor of CC i (t) as
The performance of the routing strategy can be greatly improved if there are enough stable CCs. This paper aims to understand the basic features of CCs by analyzing the real taxi traces and give some suggestions to routing protocol design.
We have collected two datasets of real taxi traces. One contains GPS coordinates of more than 533 taxis collected in 20 days in San Francisco Bay area, USA [5] (SF for short). The other contains GPS coordinates of 13,799 taxis in 9 days in Shenzhen, China (SZ for short). Most of the coordinate-update frequencies of SF dataset vary from 30 seconds to 60 seconds, and the SZ dataset has the coordinate-update frequency of about 30 seconds. We use linear interpolation to generate consecutive time synchronized coordinates with coordinate-update frequency of 30 seconds. We select two observation intervals. One is off-peak hour from 1:00 am to 2:00 am, and the other is on-peak hour from 7:00 am to 8:00 am. Six communication ranges vary from 100 meters to 600 meters. Size variance of the CCs. We measure the size of the biggest CC for each snapshot of the topology and the results are shown by Fig.1 . The x-axis of It is a piece of good news for routing protocol design that the biggest CC in each snapshot covers a large number of vehicles. That means, many vehicles might benefit from multi-hop forwarding since they get a high probability to be connected on the biggest CC. Stability of CCs. Secondly, we capture the topology evolving feature with the stability factor of every biggest CC for each snapshot and plot the results by Fig.2 . We use the average and the variance of the stability factor to reveal the evolving feature of the biggest CC. Results show that the biggest CC is stable when the communication range is large enough. 
Remark 2.
When the communication range is larger than 500 meters, the averages of the stability factor in both SF dataset and SZ dataset are greater than 0.8. This means in average, over 80% of the vehicles in the biggest CC will keep stay in it. If we define those vehicles that are always stay in the biggest CC as CC core, we might design better routing strategy if we select the CC core as the packets forwarder.
Locations of the variation. Finally, we investigate the locations where topology variation takes place. We randomly choose a snapshot of the network topology and plot the coordinates of all the vehicles, of vehicles in the biggest CC, of vehicles disconnected from the biggest CC, and of vehicles newly connected with the biggest CC at this timestamp, in Fig.3 . The vehicle distribution shows that variation takes place on those vehicles with low density and on the boundary of the biggest CC. Remark 3. It is useful to identify where the variation of the biggest CC takes place when designing the routing protocol for VANETs. If we define those vehicles where variation takes place at the CC boundary, we might also improve the routing performance by not choosing the CC boundary nodes as forwarders. However, defining and detecting the CC boundary are still unsolved problems.
(a) (b) Fig.3 . Illustration for the locations where variation takes place.
Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed the topology of VANETs and its dynamics based on two real taxi-trace datasets. We found that the whole topology of VANETs consists of a large number of small-sized CCs, however, the biggest CC among them contains a large proportion of vehicles. We also found the CC core in the biggest CC is stable in case of the communication range is large enough and the variation takes place at the CC boundary. The performance of the routing protocol might be improved by using the information of CC core and CC boundary. But how to efficiently find the CC core and detect the CC boundary are still open research problems and they are left as our future work.
